MODEL 90044 SERIES - 90044 series self-contained, 150 watt, quartz halogen flashing anti-collision light. Factory installed on Lear 31, Falcon 900 and Cessna Citation X. It is also a direct replacement for oscillating beacons on most corporate aircraft.

SPECIFICATIONS: - Weight: 1.6 lbs. (726gm) to 2.5 lbs. (1134gm) • Height: 5.5" (140mm) • Power Consumption: 3.25 amps @ 28 VDC • Varies: G9950-1, 40-0100-1, 30-2140-1, 40-0117-1, 30-2647-1; 30-2140-( ), 40-0117-( ), 40-0127-( ), 30-2647-( )

To determine model required for replacement, the following information is needed: Lens color (red or white), upper or lower mounting location, number of mounting holes (5, 8, or 9), weight and position installed. Beacons installed on the rudder. Top replacement on GII and GII require 9004401 or 9004402 in conjunction with the 16 hole mounting plate, P/N 06-170618-00.

MODEL 90033 SERIES SELF-CONTAINED LIGHT ASSEMBLIES - 90033 series self-contained, 150 watt, quartz halogen flashing anti-collision light which is factory installed on Beechcraft. It is also a direct replacement for oscillating beacons on most corporate aircraft.

SPECIFICATIONS: - Weight: 0.6 lbs. (272gm) to 0.9 lbs. (406gm) • Height: 4.4" (112mm) • Power Consumption: 5.5 amps @ 28 VDC

MODELS H102 & H103 - Designed for the model A470A or model A450 series remote strobe lighthouse. The model H102 allows flush mounting of the lighthead to the skin of the fuselage or the vertical stabilizer on later model Cessna single engines. The H103 is designed for strobe assemblies to be installed in the standard 3-3/4" (95mm) dia. rotating beacon mounting hole.

MODEL A470A SERIES - A470A series remote strobe light assembly is compatible with all Whelen power supplies. It can be installed on the fuselage or the vertical fin. The Pyrex® glass lens (clear only) makes the assembly suitable for use in severe vibration, chemical and moisture conditions (i.e. agricultural aircraft). Requires either the model H102 or H103 mounting adapter. SPECIFICATIONS: - Weight: 0.3 lbs. (136gm) • Exposed Height: 2.25" (57mm) • Diameter: 2.5" (64mm)

MODEL A450 SERIES - A450 series remote strobe light assembly is compatible with all Whelen power supplies. It can be installed on the fuselage or the vertical fin. The Pyrex® glass lens (clear only) makes the assembly suitable for use in severe vibration, chemical and moisture conditions (i.e. agricultural aircraft). Requires either the model H102 or H103 mounting adapter. SPECIFICATIONS: - Weight: 0.2 lbs. (91gm) • Exposed Height: 1.7" (43mm)

MODEL A625 SERIES - Many different applications. It can be used for aircraft with tip-tanks with enclosed position lights (under a fairing), or as an add-on strobe on the wing or the tail. Available in a radio-shielded version. SPECIFICATIONS: - Weight: 0.2 lbs. (91gm) • Exposed Height: 1.7" (43mm)

MODEL 70821 SERIES - A remote streamlined strobe light assembly. Easily mounted on the wing tip for anti-collision or on the vertical fin for ground recognition. It is recommended for the wing tips on Cessna single engine aircraft 1970-71. It can be added as a low profile ground recognition light on mounted on the vertical fin or fuselage. A mounting adapter plate facilitates mounting. SPECIFICATIONS: - Weight: 0.3 lbs. (136gm) • Exposed Height: 1.8" (46mm) • Length: 3.5" (89mm) • Width: 1.8" (46mm)

MODEL 90028 SERIES LIGHTHEADS - 90028 series wing tip strobe light used on Beech aircraft with commonality wing tip 1974 & later. It is a direct replacement for 30-0467- (), 30-1331- () and the 30-1467- () series.

NOTE: Do not use with Cannon plug. Light assembly, 45° mounting bracket. Weight: 0.4 lbs. (181gm) • Exposed Height: 1.87" (48mm) • Length: 4.37" (111mm) • Depth: 2.25" (57mm)

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice